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	PRODUCTS	New Products
	Aluminium ProfilesTecLED offers an abundance of aluminium profiles to accompany our wide range of strip lighting solutions. In accordance with our human-centric lighting philosophy, these profiles can be customised or tailored to your specific lighting needs. Whether it be recessed, suspended, surface mounted or even bendable, TecLED has the profile for you. [wpdm_package id=6934 template="link-template-calltoaction3"]
	Cabinet Lights
	Can LightsTecLED’s range of LED Can Downlights offer a flexible solution for surface and recessed mounted down lighting. Ranging in power from 9W to 30W these lights will fulfill a myriad of lighting solutions. [wpdm_package id=13626 template="link-template-calltoaction3.php"]
	Commercial Lights
	Dimming & Control
	DownlightsTEC led lighting’s range of versatile downlights are ideal for areas where a softer, superior light quality is required. With a choice of housing sizes, colour temperatures and power ratings, these downlights are perfect for restaurants, offices, bedrooms and galleries. [wpdm_package id=13627 template="link-template-calltoaction3.php"]
	Emergency/Exit Lights
	Flood Lights
	HandrailsTecLED’s LED Illuminated Handrail system provides unobtrusive, continuous lighting to areas where light is needed most – passages, staircases and access ramps. The LED Wooden Handrail is crafted from fine Tasmanian oak and is available in a range of colours: Natural, Walnut and Black Japan. 43mm diameter handrail lengths available up to 2000mm but can be joined with standard stainless steel joiners, or snaked around corners with 45º or 90º elbow joiners [wpdm_package id=12262 template="link-template-calltoaction3"]
	LED Bulbs
	Outdoor LightingTecLED offers an abundance of lighting options suited for any outdoor lighting setting. From IP rated down lights to sturdy spike lights TecLED has the solution.   [wpdm_package id=12680 template="link-template-calltoaction3"]
	Pendant LightsAn array of modern and stylish Pendant Lights.
	Strip LightingFlat Flex LED represents a versatile, energy saving and aesthetically successful lighting option in a myriad of applications for the professional commercial lighting specifier. Replacing cold cathode as a light source for indirect lighting, flat flex LED’s miserly dimensions allows it to be installed in the smallest of openings and yet still provide a range of tonal values to suit all ambiances. [wpdm_package id=6891 template="link-template-calltoaction3"]
	Snake LightsTecLed lighting offers its remarkable LED ‘Snakelight’ where distinctive, unobtrusive lighting is required. Providing a continuous glow with invisible light points and high brightness, Snake light is especially suited to architectural illumination both indoors and out. LEDs are encased in a robust PVC sheath, able to withstand foot traffic and the elements. Installation is usually by recess into a routed channel or the entire unit may be seated into a standard extrusion. Any lengths from 55mm can be accommodated.* *(Power required every 10m.) [wpdm_package id=6888 template="link-template-calltoaction3"]
	Standing Lamps
	Track LightsTecLED has a versatile range of architectural track light options, available in Single circuit, 3 wire, Recessed and Suspended. Our Track Range is suitable For all applications; Residential, Commercial, Hospitality and more!
	Transformers & Drivers
	Wall LightsDisplayed below are all our products for LED Wall Lights. To view specific product ranges for Mini, Recessed or Surface Wall lights, please choose from the sub-categories on the menu to your left.
	Wall WashersDecorative external LED wall wash lighting units provide illumination by using low voltage LED technology. Light is cast up to 10m high and can provide either mood or focus lighting. The units are housed in an aluminium alloy casing and are rated at IP65 for outdoor use. These are free standing solid fixtures and simple to operate. Simple, plug-in solution Extensive colour spectrum Available in 15°, 30°,45° or 60° beam Wash distance 5m – 10m (depending on beam angle) Lamp life approx. 40,000 hours Dimmable via PWM dimmer Link several units with waterproof joiners
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Whether supplying specialist lighting solutions for large scale corporations or smaller residential developments, you’ll be sure TecLED will find the best LED Lighting products for your needs.
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Get in Touch
Head Office: U4 / 61-71 Beauchamp Rd,
Matraville NSW 2036


02 9317 4177

sales@tecled.com.au

Find our National Showroom Locations on map








LET’S STAY CONNECTED

Join our mailing list for the latest TecLED updates.
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